SCHENCK USA Press Release

Deer Park, New York, May 24th, 2021

ONE SCHENCK USA Strategy Continues with planned integration of BENZ Tooling, Metal machining CNC aggregates division, into SCHENCK USA CORP. in January of 2022.

Deer Park, NY – SCHENCK USA CORP. is pleased to announce its continued commitment to the ONE SCHENCK USA strategy by integrating BENZ Tooling’s METAL Division into SCHENCK USA CORP. effective January 1, 2022.

With this integration, all employees of BENZ in the USA will become members of the SCHENCK USA team while remaining in their current location in Conover, NC.

BENZ is a leading manufacturer and provider of components and systems for tool and machine technology. Their portfolio includes development and production of cutting-edge tooling systems for lathes and machining centers. As an industry trendsetter, BENZ stands for high-quality tooling and machine tooling solutions - according to the customer's requirements.

SCHENCK USA is gaining a machine component and aggregate specialist team to enhance and secure not only our product portfolio offering but also to secure intellectual property within our group of brands.

BENZ is gaining an experienced existing sales organization, strengthening their presence in serving the automotive, mechanical engineering and aerospace industry sectors. The combined SCHENCK USA sales team will intensify their collaboration in these sectors immediately.

Together, we look forward to creating significant value for our businesses and our customers, as we remain committed to our growth in the North American market.
About Schenck

Schenck is the world’s leader in balancing and diagnostic technology and has 18 subsidiaries and joint ventures with eight production locations world-wide. In addition, there are 37 representations and offices on all five continents. The Schenck Group supplies innovative technologies to sectors such as the automotive and the tier 1 suppliers, the electrical, aircraft, and turbomachinery industry, and general mechanical engineering companies.

Schenck is part of the Dürr Group. The Dürr Group is one of the world’s leading mechanical and plant engineering firms with extensive expertise in automation and digitalization/Industry 4.0. Its products, systems and services enable highly efficient and resource-saving manufacturing processes in different industries. The Dürr Group supplies sectors like the automotive industry, mechanical engineering, chemical, pharmaceutical, medical technology and woodworking industries. It generated sales of €3.32 billion in 2020. The company has more than 17,000 employees and 120 business locations in 33 countries. Since February 2021, the majority-owned automation specialist Teamtechnik has also been part of the Group. The Dürr Group operates in the market with the brands Dürr, Schenck and HOMAG and with five divisions:

- **Paint and Final Assembly Systems**: paint shops as well as final assembly, testing and filling technology for the automotive industry, assembly and test systems for medical devices
- **Application Technology**: robot technologies for the automated application of paint, sealants and adhesives
- **Clean Technology Systems**: air pollution control, noise abatement systems and coating systems for battery electrodes
- **Measuring and Process Systems**: balancing equipment and diagnostic technology
- **Woodworking Machinery and Systems**: machinery and equipment for the woodworking industry
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